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SUMMARY In this paper, a LSI design for video encoder
and decoder for H.263+ video compression is presented. LSI
operates under clock frequency of 27MHz to compress QCIF
(176× 144 pixels) at the frame rate of 30 frame per second. The
core size is 4.6 × 4.6mm2 in a 0.35µm process. The architec-
ture is based on bus connected heterogeneous dedicated mod-
ules, named as System-MSPA architecture. It employs the fast
and small-chip-area dedicated modules in lower level and controls
them by employing the slow and flexible programmable device
and an external DRAM. Design results in success to achieve real
time encoder in quite compact size without losing flexibility and
expand ability. Real time emulation and easy test capability with
external PC is also implemented.
key words: system-MSPA, LSI design, videotelephony applica-

tions, H.263+ ITU standard

1. Introduction

VLSI architecture for video signal processing may be
classified and specified as homogeneous and hetero-
geneous processor architectures. Heterogeneous pro-
cessors outperform homogeneous processors because of
adaptation to the requirements of special subtasks by
dedicated modules for high performance. The hetero-
geneous processor architecture is suitable in high per-
formance aspect for specific applications such as low
bit rate video coding. Many chips [1]–[5] have been
presented based on these architectures. However, they
suffer from complicated and inflexible design.

In this paper, excellent design of both video en-
coder and decoder for H.263+ videotelephony applica-
tions is presented. Each subtask of algorithm is de-
signed as function specific dedicated module, which
leads to high performances in terms of speed and silicon
area. Especially, extremely fast motion estimator based
on parallel array processors is employed, whose task
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usually takes the longest execution time. Each module
is restricted to communicate with each other only via
an external memory. The operation and I/O of dedi-
cated modules are controlled by programmable Address
Generation Unit (AGU). In this way, LSI becomes quite
flexible to add and delete module for development and
it becomes suitable for test and independent module
design. In addition, the chips can operate at low clock
frequency due to their function specific dedicated mod-
ules. Consequently, it achieves low power consumption
and also easily design under low clock frequency.

We have developed MSPA [6], [7] and Window-
MSPA [8]–[10] array architecture. MSPA architecture
is used to deal with regular algorithm, such as ma-
trix multiplication. While, Window-MSPA is used to
deal with window operations in image processing, such
as motion vector searching. In comparison with con-
ventional methods, both MSPA and Window-MSPA
achieved higher performance in term of operation-level
parallel processing. Here, we name our architecture as
System-MSPA architecture, which stands for the sys-
tem level architecture of MSPA series of our processing
arrays. The architecture is extremely optimized at the
expense of memory bandwidth, which is much wider
than the required one. This is proven to be the most
effective architecture for H.263+ video codec LSI.

In Sect. 2, the System-MSPA architecture and ded-
icated modules are described. The chips are also imple-
mented with test function which is described in Sect. 3.
The LSI results and conclusion are described in Sects. 4
and 5, respectively.

2. System-MSPA Architecture

The architecture, named as System-MSPA (Memory
Sharing Processor Array) consists of dedicated mod-
ules, data bus, Address Generation Unit (AGU) and
external DRAM memory. A block diagram of video
encoder is shown in Fig. 1.

Each dedicated module works independently only
with data exchanges with external DRAM memory.
Its operation is controlled by program instructions of
AGUs. In this way, System-MSPA achieves both fast
speed and flexibility. Pipeline operations of modules
can be managed by this architecture.
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Fig. 1 System-MSPA encoder.

Table 1 Operation clock requirement and memory access for
each module in encoder.

operation clock memory access
Module

1st stage 2nd stage (clock)

Camera int. 1500
ME 12000 1100
Err 2300 2300
DCT-Q 1920 1920
IQ-IDCT 1920 1920
Precon 2430 2430
DB 1680 1680
Bpred 1870 1870
VLC 390

Total 12000 12120 15110
Budget 15625

In this section, scheduling and pipelining for real
time processing and circuit design of each module are
illustrated.

2.1 Memory Bandwidth

For videotelephony applications with image size of
176×144 (QCIF) at 30 frames/s, the maximum budget
of one PB-macro block processing is 18,180 clock cycles
at operating frequency of 27MHz. Since the image size
is small, slow external DRAM with small bandwidth of
216Mbit/sec (13.5MHz 256K × 16 bit) is sufficient in
our system. This fact enables power dissipation lower.
Table 1 shows the memory access within a budget of
15,625 clock cycles for each module in video encoder.

2.2 Scheduling and Pipelining

Operation scheduling of modules are controlled by in-
struction set of AGU, by setting specific register val-
ues. Each module accepts data of a 16 pixel × 16 pixel
macro block from external DRAM, executes processing
and produces output data to external DRAM. There-

Fig. 2 Memory access for video encoder.

Fig. 3 Operation scheduling for video encoder.

fore, AGU issues starting signals for each block, one by
one and generates addresses of the external DRAM for
input and output of each module at appropriate timing.
The memory access timing of each module is decided by
instruction program within a budget of 15,625 clocks to
process each macro block.

The order of sequential memory access is shown in
Fig. 2. Since camera interface is a line (of picture) level
processing, the time slot for memory access of camera
interface does not match to macro block level process-
ing. The camera interface accesses memory in between
memory access of any two modules only when video
input data are available.

The operation scheme is restricted by the sequen-
tial access of modules to DRAM. The pipelining of
MSPA allows the slower operation time of motion es-
timation (ME) with the reduced number of processor
elements in the module. We adopt two stage pipeline
operation as shown in Fig. 3. The ME module inputs
and outputs data in small number of clocks, but its
execution takes 12,000 clocks. The other modules op-
erate in sequential within 12,120 total clocks. Table 1
shows the operation clock requirement for each module
in video encoder.

2.3 Dedicated Modules

All modules are designed dedicatedly for a specific task,
which leads to high speed operation and small area oc-
cupancy in chip. They are designed by VHDL language
and are synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler. In
such a sense, modules are quite flexible against differ-
ent applications or are able to be replaced with com-
mercially available IP (Intellectual Property) modules.

2.3.1 Address Generation Unit (AGU)

For video encoder application, dedicated memory ac-
cess is required, because of its macro block base process-
ing. Special repetitive instructions with special mem-
ory access in AGU allows normal DRAM to effectively
store several frame data. For example, one instruction
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can manage to transfer even frame data from DRAM
to modules.

According to the block processing, external mem-
ory spaces are hierarchically divided into 4 frame (12
× 11 macro blocks), macro block (4 Y-blocks and Cr,
Cb block), and block (8 × 8 pixels) data, each of which
includes 8 bit data.

AGU generates pixel addresses in a macro block
of external DRAM and send timing signals to each
module for the module to read and write data from/to
DRAM. This address generation is executed according
to AGU instructions written in AGU ROM. Instruc-
tions are classified into three kinds, which handle

1. block read/write addressing instructions
2. subroutine, branch and register control instruc-
tions

3. PC test instructions.

The first kind of instructions activate loop instruction
for memory access with a few instructions. In special
case, one instruction can address read or write of one
frame data.

This AGU functions can be replaced with normal
CPU cores such as RISC processors. However, we do
not require any arithmetic/logic functions of data to
AGU. Instead, AGU instructions are specialized so as
to read/write hierarchical video data smoothly from/to
DRAM.

2.3.2 Motion Estimation (ME) with Window-MSPA
Architecture

The function of the motion estimation is to find the
most similar macro block in the previous picture to
the currently coded one. To achieve this, the motion
estimator compares the current macro block with all
possible candidate macro blocks of the previous picture
according to a cost function, called the distortion. This
distortion used here is the sum of the absolute value of
the pixel to pixel differences.

The motion estimation can be performed in two
stages. At the first stage, it computes a motion vec-
tor with integer pixel resolution. At the second stage,
it refines the resolution to a half pixel level. The sec-
ond stage needs to perform 8 additional searches, cor-
responding to all possible horizontal and vertical dis-
placements by −0.5, 0, and 0.5 pixels. Figure 4 shows
a block diagram of a motion estimator. The distortion
is calculated by half pixel motion estimation according
to half pixel data from interpolator and then compare
to the minimum distortion from the first stage. Half
pixel resolution motion estimation can be designed by
using array processors. However, in our case, one pro-
cessor is enough to satisfy execution time budget. Half
pixel processor also calculates the sum of current macro
block which is used to compare the distortion to select
macro block type MBTYPE (INTRA/INTER mode)

Fig. 4 Block diagram of motion estimation.

Fig. 5 Circuit of half pixel interpolation.

for coding. For half pixel interpolation, Fig. 5 shows a
block diagram of a circuit that can calculate all types
of pixel position with two adders.

The full search motion estimation of 16×16 macro
block with search range of [−16,15] and integer pixel
resolution is designed by using Window-MSPA array
architecture. Window-MSPA (Memory Sharing Pro-
cessor Array for window operation) is a processor array
architecture developed for general window operations
in image processing [8]–[10]. It takes the I/O relation-
ship into account at scheduling, which makes it effi-
ciently convey data into processor array by using data
converters. Original Window-MSPA is developed for
general repetitive window operations over the area in
image data space. We call a part of image area for pro-
cessing as window. It has several excellent features such
as the minimum number of I/O ports, high parallel ef-
ficiency, small temporal data storages, free to select the
number of processing elements (PEs). The architecture
is flexible enough to satisfy our current requirement for
both area and speed.

Usually, Window-MSPA architecture can be
achieved by following normal, area-small, and speed-
fast, three kind of design flows. The first two design
formulas are given in Table 2 [10]. In block match-
ing search, window size K × K becomes block size.
The search area N × N , and search range P where
P = N − K. In the table, NI indicates the number of
input ports to array, NR and NC indicate the number
of columns and rows of processor elements in Window-
MSPA array respectively, and TP denotes the compu-
tation time of window operations. The n is any divider
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Table 2 Design formula.

Normal Design Area-Small Design

NI �N
K
� min

{
K,

⌈
P+1

n
+K−1

K

⌉}

NR P + 1 P+1
n

NC min{P + 1, max{K, �N
K
�}} 1

TP K × N {K2(P + 1)}n
Ep

K2(P+1)2

TP NRNC

K2(P+1)2

TP NR

Table 3 Parameter selection for N = 47, K = 16, P = 31.

Normal Design Area-Small Design
NI 3 3
NR 32 32
NC 16 1
TP 752 8192

EP 68% 100%

Fig. 6 Window-MSPA architecture motion estimation.

Fig. 7 Circuit inside processing element (PE).

of P + 1. EP denotes parallel efficiency.
Table 3 gives the parameter selection for N =

47, K = 16, and P = 31. In this case, we adopt 32
PEs and 3 input ports for search area data inputs with
execution time of 8192 clock cycles and 100% PE uti-
lization.

Figures 6 and 7 show 32 PEs array processor mo-
tion estimation based on Window-MSPA architecture
and logic inside PE. Three ports (s1, s2, s3) of search
area data are distributed to all PEs that select the ap-
propriate input to compute a sum of absolute difference

(SAD). SAD values are generated sequentially to a com-
parator every 256 clock cycles to find a motion vector.
Table 4 shows pixel flow for computing SAD values.

2.3.3 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)

Since conventional DCT circuits require many multipli-
ers, they are very large and difficult to be implemented.
Here, it is implemented by using distributed arithmetic
architecture [11]. Distributed arithmetic architecture
has a regular structure, simple control and intercon-
nect, and achieve a good balance between performance
and complexity of implementation.

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of DCT based on
distributed arithmetic architecture. One line of block
(eight data vector) is firstly loaded into the input reg-
isters. Then data are processed with bit serial data
format by bit serial adders or substractors to generate
two buses which distribute the bits into eight ROM ac-
cumulator units (RAC). Each RAC consists of two (for
DCT and IDCT) 16 words of ROM and accumulator.
Figure 9 shows circuit inside RAC. We employ 16 bits of
precision for input and output to comply with the accu-
racy requirement specified by the standard. Therefore,
one line of block can be calculated 1D-DCT in paral-
lel within 16 clock cycles. The output data from RAC
units are then loaded into the output register and then
transferred to memory.

2.3.4 Variable Length Coding/Decoding (VLC/VLD)

The tasks of the VLC module are encoding picture
headers and macro blocks, and the rate control. The
VLC analyzes the received DCT coefficients and de-
termine macro block type & code block pattern for
chrominance (MCBPC) and code block pattern for lu-
minance (CBPY). Based on the previously used and the
received quantization (Q) steps, the previous and the
received motion vectors (MVs), quantizer information
(DQUANT) and motion vector data (MVD) are com-
puted. Then, DCT coefficients in addition to MCBPC,
CBPY, DQUANT, MVD, and so on, are encoded with
variable length by using look-up tables.

The encoded bits are stored in a bit stream buffer.
The size of the buffer is decided by the rate control
strategy. The rate control consists of two layers; picture
layer and macro block layer. At picture layer, based on
the number of bits remaining in the bit stream buffer,
the target number of bits (TARGET) for the next PB
frame is determined so that half a PICBITS number of
bits always remains in the bit stream buffer to avoid
buffer underflow. In addition, the initial Q step is de-
termined by the rate control in picture layer. If TAR-
GET is much larger than the actual number of bits of
the encoded previous PB frame (ACTBITS), Q step
is set smaller than the average of Q steps used to en-
code the previous PB frame (QAV E). If TARGET is
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Table 4 Pixel flow for computing sum of absolute difference.

Cycle Input Data Processor Input
Time c s1 s2 s3 PE0 PE1 PE15 PE16 PE31

0 c0,0 s0,0 c0,0, s0,0

1 c0,1 s0,1 c0,1, s0,1 c0,0, s0,1

2 c0,2 s0,2 c0,2, s0,2 c0,1, s0,2

15 c0,15 s0,15 c0,15, s0,15 c0,14, s0,15 c0,0, s0,15

16 c1,0 s0,16 s1,0 c1,0, s1,0 c0,15, s0,16 c0,1, s0,16 c0,0, s0,16

17 c1,1 s0,17 s1,1 c1,1, s1,1 c1,0, s1,1 c0,2, s0,17 c0,1, s0,17

31 c1,15 s0,31 s1,15 c1,15, s1,15 c1,14, s1,15 c1,0, s1,15 c0,15, s0,31 c0,0, s0,31

32 c2,0 s0,32 s1,16 s2,0 c2,0, s2,0 c1,15, s1,16 c1,1, s1,16 c1,0, s1,16 c0,1, s0,32

33 c2,1 s0,33 s1,17 s2,1 c2,1, s2,1 c2,0, s2,1 c1,2, s1,17 c1,1, s1,17 c0,2, s0,33

47 c2,15 s1,31 s2,15 c2,15, s2,15 c2,14, s2,15 c2,0, s2,15 c1,15, s1,31 c1,0, s1,31

48 c3,0 s3,0 s1,32 s2,16 c3,0, s3,0 c2,15, s2,16 c2,1, s2,16 c2,0, s2,16 c1,1, s1,32

49 c3,1 s3,1 s1,33 s2,17 c3,1, s3,1 c3,0, s3,1 c2,2, s2,17 c2,1, s2,17 c1,2, s1,33

255 c15,15 s15,15 s14,31 c15,15, s15,15 c15,14, s15,15 c15,0, s15,15 c14,15, s14,31 c14,0, s14,31

256 c0,0 s15,16 s1,0 s14,32 c0,0, s1,0 c15,15, s15,16 c15,1, s15,16 c15,0, s15,16 c14,1, s14,32

257 c0,1 s15,17 s1,1 s14,33 c0,1, s1,1 c0,0, s1,1 c15,2, s15,17 c15,1, s15,17 c14,2, s14,33

286 c1,14 s15,46 s1,30 s2,14 c1,14, s2,14 c1,13, s2,14 c0,15, s1,30 c0,14, s1,30 c15,15, s15,46

287 c1,15 s1,31 s2,15 c1,15, s2,15 c1,14, s2,15 c1,0, s2,15 c0,15, s1,31 c0,0, s1,31

Fig. 8 Block diagram of DCT (also perform as IDCT).

Fig. 9 Circuit inside ROM accumulator.

much smaller than ACTBITS, Q step is set larger than
QAV E . The above mentioned rate control method is
very simple and works in real time.

In H.263 standard [12], variable length codes
(VLCs) are used for MCBPC, CBPY, MVs, transform
coefficient (TCOEF), and so on. Although an efficient
method to decode VLC by a processor is proposed, we
adopt to decode these VLC by combinatorial circuits

because each of VLCs consists of rather a small num-
ber of codes. TCOEF consists of the largest number
of codes but it is only 102 and the gate count of the
TCOEF decoding circuits is about 950. The VLC de-
coding circuit inputs the head of the bit stream data.
If the matching code exists, the circuit outputs the de-
coded value (e.g. MV data in the case of motion vector
decoding) and the decoded code length. In other words,
the VLC decoding circuit is a read-only variable length
content addressable memory (CAM) where the contents
are the H.263 VLCs. We use a CAM for each VLC sets
of MCBPC, CBPY, MVs, TCOEF, and so on. In order
to efficiently communicate with the CAMs and maxi-
mize their usage, all the VLD circuit is designed as a
finite state machine made of random logic. By using
CAM and the finite state machine, each VLC is de-
coded in two clocks, one for VLC matching by CAMs
and other for retrieving the decoded code from the bit
stream buffer. This results in less number of clocks re-
quired to decode the bit stream data if compared with
a processor style decoder. The small number of clocks
enables us to use the clock of low frequency. It will lead
to low power consumption, which would be desirable in
mobile applications.

The output of the VLD is the picture type, macro
block type, MV, quantization (Q) step to re-quantize
DCT coefficients, and all the DCT coefficient for 6
blocks (4 luminance blocks and 2 chrominance blocks)
in the case of Intra or P picture, or 12 blocks (8 lu-
minance blocks and 4 chrominance blocks) in the case
of PB or Improved PB frames mode. These data are
saved in the shared memory at the locations specified
by the master controller and used by other video de-
coding processes.

2.3.5 P Frame Reconstruction (Precon)

P frame reconstruction is to reconstruct the image from
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Fig. 10 Image reconstruction.

Fig. 11 Positions of filtered pixels.

the previous picture and IDCT prediction error signals
as shown in Fig. 10. Since motion vector is half pixel
resolution, motion vector with truncation to integer
pixel resolution is used to indicate the best matching
block in the previous picture. This block is extended to
9×9 pixels in order to deal with half pixel interpolation.
Each of these block in the previous picture and predic-
tion errors fetches the image data from main memory
line by line. After it finishes computation, one line data
(8 pixels) of reconstructed image block are then written
back to main memory. By this way, it does not need
local memory to store a block of image data. Although
it decreases memory bandwidth efficiency due to data
processing overhead, memory bandwidth is not major
problem in our system.

2.3.6 Deblocking Filter (DB)

Deblocking filter is one option provided by H.263+
which reduces block noise significantly. Deblocking fil-
ter is applied on boundaries of 8×8 reconstructed block
as shown in Fig. 11. It is applied at first on horizontal
edges, then on vertical edges between block1 and block2.
Two filters perform on 16 bit of two neighbor pixel data
from main memory. Therefore, two positions of filters
pixels are calculated in parallel. The results, which are
adjusted by appropriate value in a function of quanti-
zation (Q) step and their value (A, B, C, D), are then

Fig. 12 System-MSPA test system.

written back to main memory.

3. Test

Since the input and output data of each module are
stored in DRAM, testing of operations for each module
is easier. PC interface can make DRAM access possible
directly from outside PC through a data bus. Testing
code is sent from PC to DRAM. Then, PC makes each
module run in normal mode by issuing instruction set to
AGU. After several clocks, PC gets testing output from
DRAM. In this sense, PC interface can make H.263+
encoder and decoder work as an emulator. In similar
way, the internal status are also observed for the testing
purpose by probing registers in each module through a
test bus. PC testing scheme is shown in Fig. 12.

Based on above mechanism, we developed PC emu-
lation software, where two modes are introduced under
testing mode. One is interactive mode and the other
is emulation mode. In interactive mode, PC issues
AGU instructions, reads/writes data from/to DRAM,
and observe internal status of each module. In emula-
tion mode, PC makes codec LSI run in several steps at
normal speed. Either running instruction steps or end
address of AGU ROM is specified in advance. By com-
bining these two modes, testing can take place by PC
instructions. This scheme makes testing simpler both
in prototyping and in bare chip.

4. LSI Results

Tables 5 and 6 summarize the performance and char-
acteristics of encoder and decoder chip. Both encoder
and decoder are implemented on 4.6 × 4.6 and 4.0 ×
4.0mm2 core size area in a 0.35µm CMOS process.
They work at low clock frequency of 27MHz with small
core area and require cheap external 13.5MHz 256K
× 16 bit DRAM. Consequently, it achieves low power
consumption and also easily design under low clock fre-
quency. The maximum clock rate from simulation is
50MHz. To reduce power consumption, the registers
inside modules are disabled through feed back loop by
using multiplexer when they do not work on their op-
erations.
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Table 5 Performance of system-MSPA chip.

Video standard H.263+
Frame rate 30 frames/s
Image size QCIF(176×144)
Target bit rate less than 27.0 kbps
Search range [−16,15.5] full search
Max. frame delay 3 frames

Table 6 Video encoder/decoder chip characteristics.

Encoder Decoder

Die size 5.6mm × 5.6mm 5.3mm × 5.3mm
Core size 4.6mm × 4.6mm 4.0mm × 4.0mm
Technology 0.35µm, 3 metal layers
Package 84 pins 108 pins

(56 signal pins) (80 signal pins)
# of transistor 760K 460K
Clock Frequency 27MHz (50MHz max. from simulation)
Power supply 3.3V
Power dissipation 310mW 110mW

Fig. 13 Video encoder die micro-graph.

Figures 13 and 14 show a die micro-graph of video
encoder and decoder. Dedicated modules are designed
by VHDL codes and are synthesized by standard cell
design. The memory is implemented with full-custom
design using a physical layout editor. Dedicated mod-
ules also perform as IP (Intellectual Property) modules
for both video encoder and decoder. For large enough
memory bandwidth, all the tasks of both encoder and
decoder can be grouped together and operate in sequen-
tial under supervisor of programable AGU. Therefore,
both encoder and decoder can be combined to be one
chip.

Table 7 shows the number of logic gates, area and
the size ratio to the LSI and power dissipation of each
unit in video encoder. The main data path units: ME,

Fig. 14 Video decoder die micro-graph.

Table 7 Number of device, area and size ratio to LSI, power
dissipation.

Module # of gate & Area power
mem trans. (mm2),(%) (mW)

AGU 6180 1.36 (6.4%) 12.8
27K tr.

CAM int. 2670 2.72 (12.8%) 5.0
158K tr.

ME 20600 5.45(25.7%) 204.5
160K tr.

Err 3100 0.76 (3.6%) 0.9
DCTQ- 20900 3.35(15.8%) 63.4
IQIDCT 6K tr.

Precon 3280 1.08 (5.1%) 1.0
DEBLOCK 6230 1.24 (5.8%) 0.5
Bpred 6530 1.08 (5.1%) 1.4
VLC 12270 3.72(17.5%) 19.7

74K tr.
PC int. 1980 0.43 (2.0%) -

Total 83740 21.20(100%) 310
425 K tr.

DCTQ-IQIDCT and VLC, occupy 25.7, 15.8 and 17.5%
of core area. The average density of core area is 36,790
transistors/mm2.

5. Conclusion

Video encoder and decoder based on H.263+ ITU stan-
dard for videotelephony applications have been devel-
oped with System-MSPA architecture. We succeeded
to optimize design by employing the fast and small area
dedicated modules in lower level and the slow and flex-
ible system in upper level. Actually, the core area be-
comes quite small in comparison with conventional de-
sign. Furthermore, it is flexible for further development
and easy testable. Cheap external DRAM is sufficient
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for our system.
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